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A useful ESC Guideline, reviewed in JAMA.  

The worst case scenario, though not common. 

 

There is overinvestigation for PE, and decision 

rules probably don’t help. However they can 

be useful to convince people that a workup is 

not needed when the risk score is 0. 

 

Risk stratify based on haemodynamic 

instability, clinical risk score (PESI), signs of 

RV dysfunction and troponin. 

Commence anticoagulation pending imaging if 

suspected PE (IV heparin if high risk).  

 

 

Give rt-PA 50mg bolus in PEA arrest from PE; 

most have ROSC within 15 minutes, though 

delayed ROSC with prolonged CPR is reported.  

 

Intermediate risk:absence of haemodynamic 

instability, but with high PESI score, RV 

dysfunction and troponin rise. 

Catheter directed or surgical embolectomy is 

an option if available but with less evidence. 

Thrombolysis given acutely does not improve 

longer terms outcomes (residual dyspnoea, 

pulmonary hypertension/RV pressures).  

 

 



 

GA/surgery >30 min, bed bound in hospital 

>3 days and trauma/# are identified major 

transient risk factors with >10x increased 

acute risk, and <3% annual risk of 

recurrence.  

Anticoagulation can be reviewed after 3 mth.  

A 3-8% annual risk of recurrence as follows 

warrants extended anticoagulation.    

The following carry >8% annual risk. 

 

LMWH is used in cancer patients, though 

rivaroxaban is an alternative if non-GI. There 

is increased GI bleeding in GI malignancy 

likely related to a local effect of the tablet.  

Thrombophillia screening is overused with 

little overall benefit, and should not be done 

at time of diagnosis of DVT or PE.  

Age adjusted d-dimer is safe. The YEARS 

study shows a threshold of 1.0 mg/L is safe if 

low risk on modified Wells score.   

These updates are a review of current literature at the time of writing. They 

do not replace local treatment protocols and policy. Treating doctors are 

individually responsible for following standard of care.  


